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Abstract: The existing group key management schemes have
considered passive adversary model to show that schemes satis-
fy forward and backward secrecy requirements. A more prag-
matic model is the active outsider adversary model wherein the
adversary compromises the valid group member. The practi-
cality of application of most of the schemes is hampered due
to their insecurity under the active adversary model. In this
paper, we analyze the group key management schemes based
on proxy cryptography for their security under active outsider
adversary model. For these schemes to be secure the under-
lying proxy cryptosystem should satisfy some of the relevant
properties such as collusion resistant, non-transitivity and uni-
directionality that have impact on the security of the group key
management scheme. We show that all schemes based on the
proxy cryptography are insecure against active outsider adver-
sary and also, we show that proxy re-encryption schemes they
employ do not satisfy important desirable properties. We em-
phasize that the practical application of group key management
schemes require their security under the active outsider adver-
sary model.
Keywords: secure group communication, key management, proxy
cryptography, active outsider adversary, forward secrecy, backward
secrecy.

I. Introduction

Secure group communication is an inherent requiremen-
t for most of the collaborative applications [1]. To secure
group communications the messages communicated within
the group should be encrypted. The group users share a
common key called as the group key. All the communica-
tions taking place within the group are encrypted using this
group key. In the lifetime of a group, a new user may join
the group or an existing user from the group might leave.
During these group membership changing events, the current
group key of the group should be changed to ensure the con-
fidentiality of the past and the future group messages. The
process of updating the group key on membership change is

called rekeying. How to change the group key and commu-
nicate the changed group key to the changed group members
is the central question in the key management problem. Any
key management scheme should satisfy two basic security
requirements viz., backward secrecy (a newly joining user
should not be able to read the group messages exchanged
prior to its joining) and forward secrecy (a leaving group us-
er should not be able to read the group messages exchanged
post its departure). Any key management scheme for the se-
cure group communication should possess the qualities like
minimal storage at users and group controller, low rekeying
cost defined with respect to the number of encryptions and
rekey messages [2].

A. Adversarial Models

The existing GKM schemes adopted the passive adversary
model in which an adversary is only permitted to join and
leave the group with the intent of hampering the security of
the group communication. Under this model, the forward
and backward secrecy security definition were provided. The
existing schemes have focused on showing that the key man-
agement schemes conform to the forward and backward se-
crecy requirements based on passive adversary model. An-
other adversary model is strong adversary model formalized
by Xu [3, 4], also referred to as the strong active attack
model or active outsider attack model. In strong outsider
attack model, an adversary is given the additional capabil-
ity of compromising a legitimate user of the group. For a
GKM scheme to be secure, the forward and backward se-
crecy requirements should be satisfied under this strong ac-
tive adversary model. It is believed that by means of com-
promising a valid member of the group, the active adversary
would obtain the current group key of the group. However,
it has been shown that based on the rekeying mechanism that
has been employed by the GKM schemes, an active adver-
sary apart from the current group key, will obtain the prior
group keys of the group, which may actually be no longer
possessed by the compromised group user. This renders the
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GKM scheme impractical. In the next section, we illustrate
the active adversary with polynomial based GKM scheme
as the base scheme.

B. Illustration of Strong Active Adversary Model

To illustrate the strong active adversary, we consider aGKM
scheme based on access control polynomials. Suppose U =
{u1, u2, . . . , un} be the set of users and a trusted group con-
troller GC. Assume that each user ui has a shared secret ki
with the GC. To securely communicate, the users needs to
be given a group key. The GC chooses randomly a key K
and constructs the following:

p(x) = (x− k1)(x− k2)(x− k3) . . . (x− kn) +K

and broadcasts p(x). Each user ui evaluates p(x) at ki i.e.
computes p(ki) and obtains K. The users u1, u2, . . . , un
then can communicate securely among themselves using K.
Now consider a scenario wherein a new user un+1 wants to
join the group. GC chooses kn+1 and gives it securely to
un+1. The group key K should be changed to ensure back-
ward secrecy. GC chooses a new key K ′ and computes:

p′(x) = (x− k1)(x− k2) . . . (x− kn)(x− kn+1) +K ′

and broadcasts p′(x). Each user ui ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n+1} com-
putes p(ki) and obtains K ′. All the users u1, . . . , un+1 and
erase K ′. Each user ui will have only keys ki and K ′.
Now consider an event of user u2 leaving the group. The
current group key K ′ should be changed to ensure forward
secrecy. GC chooses the new key K ′′ and computes:

p′′(x) = (x− k1)(x− k3) . . . (x− kn)(x− kn+1) +K ′′

and broadcasts p′′(x). Each user u1, u3, . . . , un+1 computes
p′′(x) and obtains K ′′.
Note that polynomials p(x), p′(x) and p′′(x) are broadcasted
and an adversary A is having access to these broadcast mes-
sages.
Now, suppose adversary A compromises user ui. By com-
promising it, A gets K and K ′′. So, all the group messages
which have been encrypted with K ′′ can thus be accessed by
A. Note that ui had erased K and K ′, the past group keys.
However, we show that A can obtain the keys K and K ′′

also. Since A has access to p′(x), A can compute p′(k1) to
obtain K ′ and also can compute p(k1) to obtain k. So, by
compromising the legitimate user ui of the group, A not on-
ly gets access to the current group but also to the past group
keys though the compromised user has erased the past group
keys.

C. The Storage and Re-keying Cost of the Scheme

Storage at user : private shared keys and group key.
Storage at GC : n keys shared with n users.
Re-key message size on join : O(n) (precisely n coefficients)
Re-key message size on leave : O(n) (precisely n coeffi-
cients)

D. Observations

Adversary A was able to obtain the past group keys because
he had access to k1 the shared secret key of u1 with the GC.

The shared secret key k1 of user u1 is not changed during
any join and leave events. So, by having access to all the
broadcast group messages and the shared secret key k1, A
was able to obtain the past group keys, in addition to trivially
obtaining the current group key. It should be noted that, A
was able to acquire all the past group keys even though all
of these past group keys had been erased by the user u1. The
scheme cannot be used in practice as the scheme cannot sat-
isfy the backward secrecy security requirement and the active
adversary model is the realistic model.

II. Background

There were several attempts made to improve the perfor-
mance of the secure GKM scheme. Network simulations
were performed by Manz et al. [5] to compare the perfor-
mance of various schhemes in a real world scenario. One of
the efficient scheme which hasO(log n) rekeying cost is pro-
posed by Wong et al. [6] based on the logical key hierarchy
(LKH) tree data structure. Rafaeli et al. [2] categorized the
key management scheme in three broad classes: centralized,
decentralized, and contributory. The LKH based scheme is
a centralized GKM scheme. The details of the some of the
existing centralized, decentralized and contributory GKM
schemes are given by Rafaeli et al. [2]. The existing key
management schemes are based on logical tree data struc-
tures, polynomial interpolation techniques, number theoret-
ic based techniques, combinatorial design based techniques,
access control polynomial based techniques, proxy cryptog-
raphy, broadcast encryption techniques, gcd based methods,
Elliptic Curve based techniques, etc.
Secure group communication is a need for several applica-
tions using wired networks [2], wireless networks and wire-
less sensor networks [7, 8, 9].
Logical tree data structures based key management schemes
such as logical key tree [6], binomial tree [10], one way func-
tion tree [11] provide better performance and are scalable as
the rekeying cost is O(log n). However, these schemes are
shown to be insecure against the active outsider adversary
[4, 3, 12]. The group key management schemes based on
polynomial interpolation technique and access control poly-
nomial based techniques require the rekey messages of O(n)
[13]. This requires more network bandwidth for rekeying.
The schemes based on polynomial interpolation technique
are shown to be insecure against the active outsider adver-
sary model by Purushothama et al. [12]. The number the-
oretic based techniques such as Chinese remainder theorem
[14, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18], require more computations to be car-
ried out at group controller. The schemes have been shown to
deviate from the security requirements of active outsider ad-
versary model by Purushothama et al. [19]. The combinato-
rial design based technique based on exclusion basis systems
by Eltoweissy et al. [20] requires lesser storage at group con-
troller, less rekey messages for rekeying as compared to the
logical tree based key management scheme. However, the
scheme is shown to be insecure against the active adversary
model by Purushothama et al. [12]. Broadcast encryption
techniques such as in [21] requires the encryptions and rekey
messages in linear with the number of group users.
Several secure GKM schemes have been proposed for wire-
less sensor networks [7, 8, 9, 22, 23, 24] and mobile ad-hoc
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networks [25, 26, 27, 28]. Several of these schemes for wire-
less sensor networks are shown to be insecure against the
active outsider adversary model by Purushothama et al. [29]
and Chaudhari et al. [30].
So, analysis of the GKM schemes under active outsider
model is very important before deploying the scheme in ap-
plications. The focus of this paper is to analyse the GKM
schemes based on proxy cryptography. Recently, the proxy
cryptography is used for various applications including for
key management. There are several schemes proposed based
on proxy cryptography [31, 32, 33, 32, 34, 35]. Proxy re-
encryption(PRE) is a method of transforming a ciphertext
of Alice to the ciphertext of Bob such that the proxy will not
learn any information about the underlying message [36]. Al-
so, a PRE scheme should satisfy some of the properties to
be used in applications. Ateniese et al. [36] have listed the
properties of a PRE scheme. The proxy cryptosystem on
which the GKM schemes rely should satisfy some of the
properties such as collusion resistance, non-transitivity, uni-
directional etc. for the GKM scheme to be secure. In Sec-
tion III, we brief about the PRE and the desirable properties
that any PRE scheme should satisfy.

A. Our Contributions

The following are the contributions of this paper.

1. We review the existing key management schemes based
on proxy cryptography, proposed by Hur et al. [31], Han
et al. [33], Chen et al. [32], Huang et al. [34], Wang et
al. [35] and Mukherjee et al. [37] for their security.

2. We focus on the PRE schemes used by the GKM
schemes, and analyse for the properties that the base
PRE scheme satisfy.We show that the schemes does
not satisfy the crucial desirable properties of a PRE
scheme.

3. We analyze the key management schemes based on
proxy cryptography for their security under active out-
sider adversary model and show that the schemes based
on proxy cryptography are not secure against active out-
sider adversary model.

B. Organization of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section III,
we brief about the PRE scheme and the desirable properties
any PRE scheme should satisfy. In each of the Section-
s IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX we elaborate on one GKM
scheme using the concepts of PRE. We elaborately give the
system model under which these schemes operate and com-
ment on the properties of the PRE scheme. The security of
these schemes under the active outsider adversary model is
also analyzed in each of these sections. Finally we provide
the conclusions in Section X.

III. Proxy Re-encryption and its Desirable
Properties

In this section, we brief about PRE and the desirable prop-
erties that a PRE scheme should satisfy.

In public key cryptosystem, the sender Alice and Receive
Bob will have their own public and secret key pairs. Alice
will use the public key of Bob to encrypt any message to Bob
and Bob will use his secret key to decrypt the ciphertext to
obtain the message. Suppose Alice (delegator) wants to dele-
gate the task of decrypting the ciphertext that were encrypted
to her using her public key, to Bob (delegatee), then Alice can
enable this by giving her secret key to Bob. However, in this
case, Alice should keep enormous trust on Bob. Challenge is
that how can Alice delegate the task of decryption of her ci-
phertexts to Bob without giving the secret key to Bob? This
can be achieved using the PRE method. Using the PRE,
the proxy is given a re-encryption key and a re-encryption
procedure, wherein the ciphertext intended for Alice can be
re-encrypted so that it can be decrypted by the Bob without
the message being read by the proxy. Few of the applications
of the PRE are email forwarding, law enforcement, carrying
out the cryptographic operations on the resource constrained
devices, providing access control to the outsourced data, etc
[36] and key management [38, 31, 32, 33, 39, 40, 41, 34, 42].
The notion of proxy-cryptography was proposed by Blaze et
al. [43]. Later, there were several proposals on PRE [44,
45, 46]. Ateniese et al. [36] formalized the notion of PRE.
Also, they have listed the desirable properties of any PRE
scheme. The following are the desirable properties of the
PRE scheme listed by Ateniese et al. [36].

1. Unidirectional: A delegation from delegator X to del-
egatee Y , does not permit the delegation of decryption
rights from Y to X , i.e. given rkX→Y it is not possible
to compute rkY →X .

2. Non-interactive : Computation of the re-encryption key
rkX→Y can be performed by X without interaction
with delegatee Y or a third party, i.e. skY is not re-
quired in the computation of rkX→Y .

3. Proxy invisible : The existence of a proxy is concealed
from the delegatee, i.e. the delegatee Y cannot dif-
ferentiate the ciphertext produced by encryption under
pkY from a ciphertext produced by re-encryption using
rkX→Y for some delegator X .

4. Key optimal: The storage overhead required at a delega-
tee to accept delegations should be constant regardless
of the number of delegations accepted.

5. Original access : The delegator X can decrypt the
ciphertexts originally encrypted under pkX even after
their re-encryption.

6. Collusion safe : A collusion between the proxy and a
valid delegatee does not disclose the secret key of the
delegator, i.e. it is impossible to compute skX given
both rkX→Y and skY .

7. Non-transitive : The proxy independently cannot re-
delegate the decryption rights to a third party, i.e.
rkX→Z computation is not possible for a proxy pos-
sessing rkX→Y and rkY →Z .

8. Non-transferable: The proxy, colluding with one or
more valid delegatees cannot re-delegate the decryption
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rights to an unauthorized third party, i.e. given rkX→Y ,
skY and pkZ , it is not possible to compute rkX→Z .

9. Temporary : The delegation of decryption rights is not
permanent and is valid only for a specified time frame.

IV. Security Analysis of Decentralized Group
Key Management Scheme for Dynamic
Networks using Proxy Cryptography

The scheme ofGKM proposed by Hur et al. [31] uses proxy
cryptography for the rekeying messages to update the group
key and securely communicate it to the valid members of the
group when the group membership changes. The communi-
cation of messages within the group then takes place using
the group key shared among all users within the group. The
PRE scheme used for this purpose is described in the next
section, followed by the GKM scheme with user join and
leave scenarios in the subsequent sections.

A. PRE Scheme and its Properties

In this section, we describe the PRE scheme employed for
GKM and highlight its properties. We consider a scenario
wherein a user X is the delegator and user Y is the delegatee
in the PRE scheme. Each user U possesses a public private
key pair (pkU , skU ). The key generation, encryption and de-
cryption follow the algorithms of the Elgamal scheme. The
Elgamal scheme uses two primes p and q such that p = 2q+1
and a generator g of the group Z∗p . The following are the al-
gorithms used in the PRE scheme.

1. Encryption: To encrypt a message M for user X , a ran-
dom number r is chosen and the ciphertext is obtained
using the public key as follows:

(CX1
, CX2

) = (gr,M.pkrX) = (gr,M.gr.skX )

2. Decryption: To decrypt a ciphertext encrypted under the
public key of X , the secret key of X is used as follows:

M =
CX2

(CX1
)skX

= M.gr.skX

(gr)skX

3. Re-encryption key: To delegate the decryption rights
of a ciphertext encrypted for X to the user Y , the
re-encryption key generated is

rkX→Y = (skY − skX) mod p

4. Re-encryption: The actual re-encryption of a ciphertext
encrypted for X to a ciphertext which can be decrypted
by Y proceeds as follows:

(CY1
, CY2

) = (CX1
, CX2

.(CX1
)rkX →Y ) = (gr, gr.skY )

The user Y can then decrypt the ciphertext (CY1
, CY2

)
using skY .

1) Properties of the PRE Scheme

We analyse the aforementioned re-encryption scheme on ba-
sis of the desirable properties of a PRE scheme as proposed
by Ateniese et al. [36].

1. Interactive: Computation of the re-encryption key for a
delegation requires the secret key of the delegatee i.e.
rkX→Y requires skY .

2. Bidirectional: Knowledge of rkX→Y allows for
the computation of rkY →X since rkY →X =
−rkX→Y mod p.

3. Key optimal: The delegatee Y is not required to store
any additional keys to accept a delegation enabled by
rkX→Y and can decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext us-
ing its personal secret key skY .

4. Not collusion safe: A collusion of the proxy and the
delegatee provides them to have access to rkX→Y and
skY , thus allowing for the computation of the secret of
the delegator X . The proxy and delegatee can collude
to compute (skY − rkX→Y ) mod p = (skY − (skY −
skX)) mod p = skX mod p.

5. Transitive: A proxy possessing rkX→Y and rkY →Z

can compute rkX→Z without the delegation being
authorized by X . The proxy can simply compute
rkX→Z = rkX→Y + rkY →Z = (skY − skX) +
(skZ − skY ) = (skZ − skX) mod p.

6. Transferable: A colluding proxy and the delegatee Y ,
can re-delegate the decryption rights to a third party Z.
The proxy and Y can compute the secret key skX of the
delegator and thus can redelegate the decryption rights
to Z by computing rkX→Z . A collusion of the proxy
and delegatee can thus compute rkX→Y −skY +skZ =
(skZ − skX) mod p = rkX→Z .

7. Not temporary: The re-encryption key generated is such
that it allows for re-delegation of the decryption right-
s as long as the secret key of the delegator does not
change.

8. Proxy invisible: The same decryption key and algorith-
m is used by a party Y to decrypt the re-encrypted ci-
phertext, as is used to decrypt the ciphertext directly en-
crypted under the public key pkY of Y .

9. Original access is not allowed: Once a ciphertext of user
X has been re-encrypted for a delegation using the re-
encryption key rkX→Y , it cannot be decrypted by the
delegator X .

B. Setup of the GKM Scheme

In this section, we describe the notations used in the GKM
scheme by Hur et al. [31] and also describe how the PRE
scheme is altered to model it to securely communicate the
group key.
The system model consists of a set of users u1, . . . , um and n
proxies P1, P2, . . . , Pn such that each proxy has a subset of
users as its child users. Also some of the proxies have other
proxies as its child proxies. Each proxy Pi holds its proxy
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P1 P2

P4

P3
us

u1

u2

u3 u4

Figure. 1: System model for GKM scheme by Hur et
al. [31]

key PKi. Each PKi is also shared with all the child user-
s of proxy Pi as well as the child proxies of Pi. Each user
uj also possesses its public-private key pair (pkuj

, skuj
). To

make the system model clear, we present a specific scenario
consisting of four proxy servers P1, P2, P3 and P4 and five
users u1, u2, u3, u4 and us. As shown in Figure 1, each
of these users is assigned to a proxy which acts as the parent
proxy of the user. GKl is the group session key at session
l. When a rekey message M has to be communicated to all
the group members, a user us acts as the sender of this mes-
sage and uses the proxy key PKpar(us) of its parent proxy
Ppar(us) for encryption. The computation of this encrypted
message and the communication to the group members oc-
curs as follows:

• The sender us chooses a random number r0 and com-
putes the ciphertext.

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr0 ,M.g(r0+PKpar(us))GKl)

• Each proxy Pi on the path from the sender to the receiv-
er selects a random number ri and computes the follow-
ing:

(Ci1, C
i
2) =

(C
par(Pi)
1 .gri , C

par(Pi)
2 .g(ri−PKpar(Pi)

+PKi)GKl)

where par(Pi) represents 0 when Pi is the parent proxy
of the sender and represents the index of parent proxy
of Pi in all other cases.

The pair (Ci1, C
i
2) is forwarded by the proxy Pi to each

of its child proxies as well as child users.

• When a valid group member uj receives a ciphertex-
t from its parent proxy Ppar(uj), it is of the following
form:
(C

par(uj)
1 , C

par(uj)
2 ) =

(gr0+...+rpar(uj) ,M.g
(r0+...+rpar(uj)+PKpar(uj)

)GKl
)

The member uj holds the parent proxy key PKpar(uj)

as well as the group key GKl and thus can decrypt the
ciphertext as follows to obtain the message M .

M =
C
par(uj)
2

(C
par(uj)
1 .gPKpar(uj))GKl

Consider the scenario described in Figure 1. Let the user
u4 be the receiver of the message M sent by the sender
us. To facilitate this communication using the scheme
described above, the sender computes the ciphertext.

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr0 ,M.g(r0+PK1)GKl)

and forwards it to the first proxy P1 on the path from us
to u4. P1 further computes a new ciphertext

(C1
1 , C

1
2 ) = (C0

1 .g
r1 , C0

2 .g
(r1−PK0+PK1)GKl)

and forwards it to P2 which computes

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = (C1

1 .g
r2 , C1

2 .g
(r2−PK1+PK2)GKl)

The proxy P4 receives this ciphertext (C2
1 , C

2
2 ) from its

parent proxy P2 and computes

(C4
1 , C

4
2 ) = (C2

1 .g
r4 , C2

2 .g
(r4−PK2+PK4)GKl)

which is then forwarded to its child user u4. The cipher-
text received by u4 is

(C4
1 , C

4
2 ) = (gr0+r1+r2+r4 ,M.g(r0+r1+r2+r4+PK4)GKl)

Note that u4 holds the proxy key PK4 of its parent P4

as well as the group keyGKl since u4 is a valid member
of the group and thus can compute

C4
2

(C4
1 .g

PK4)GKl
=
M.g(r0+r1+r2+r4+PK4)GKl

(gr0+r1+r2+r4 .gPK4)GKl

=
M.g(r0+r1+r2+r4+PK4)GKl

g(r0+r1+r2+r4+PK4)GKl

=M

C. Member Join

Consider a scenario wherein the current group key is GKl.
If a new group member unew joins the group under parent
proxy Ppar(unew) then the group session is updated to l + 1
and the group key is updated toGKl+1 by following the steps
given below.

• All legitimate members of the group knowing GKl

compute the new group key

GKl+1 = Hash(GKl)

• The sender securely transmits the new group key
GKl+1 to the new member unew to facilitate group
communication.

• The parent proxy Ppar(unew) also sends its key
PKpar(unew) securely to the new member unew to en-
able unew to decrypt the future group re-keying mes-
sages.

Suppose a new member u5 joins the group described in
Figure 1 under the parent proxy P3 during the session l.
The group key is updated by the existing group members
u1, u2, u3, u4 and us by computing GKl+1 = Hash(GKl).
The sender us also communicates the updated group key by
computing Enc(GKl+1, pku5

) to u5 securely. The newly
joined member u5 also receives its parent proxy’s key PK3

by receiving Enc(PK3, pku5
) from P3 securely.
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D. Member Leave

When a member uleave with parent proxy Ppar(uleave) leaves
the group after the session l, the re-keying procedure pro-
ceeds as follows:

• Ppar(uleave) chooses a new proxy key PK ′par(uleave)

and distributes it securely to all its child proxies and
users excluding uleave.

• The sender now generates a new group key GKl+1

which is independent of the previous group key and
communicates GKl+1 using proxy cryptography to all
the valid members of the group. This communication
proceeds as described in Section IV-B wherein the se-
cret message M is replaced by GKl+1 by the sender.

Consider the group scenario depicted in Figure 1 with the
group key GKl. Suppose the member u4 leaves the group,
the group session key is updated by the sender to GKl+1

which is independent of GKl. Also, the parent proxy P4 of
the departing member updates its proxy key PK4 to PK ′4.
This updated proxy key is sent securely to its child member
u3 by communicating Enc(PK ′4, pku3

) to it. Sender now
computes the ciphertext

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr0 , GKl+1.g

(r0+PK1)GKl)
and forwards it to the its parent proxy P1. P1 then computes

(C1
1 , C

1
2 ) = (C0

1 .g
r1 , C0

2 .g
(r1−PK0+PK1)GKl)

and forwards it to P2 which computes
(C2

1 , C
2
2 ) = (C1

1 .g
r2 , C1

2 .g
(r2−PK1+PK2)GKl)

This ciphertext is forwarded by P2 to its child proxies P3 and
P4 as well as its child user u2. P3 computes the ciphertext

(C3
1 , C

3
2 ) = (C2

1 .g
r3 , C2

2 .g
(r3−PK2+PK3)GKl)

which is received by its child user u1. Similarly, P4 computes
its ciphertext as

(C4
1 , C

4
2 ) = (C2

1 .g
r4 , C2

2 .g
(r4−PK2+PK

′
4)GKl)

and forwards it to its child user u3. Each valid user of the
group, possessing the proxy key of its parent proxy as well as
the group key GKl of the prior session can thus decrypt the
ciphertext received by it as shown in Section IV-B. Note that
the departed user u4 does not possess the updated proxy key
PK ′4 and thus cannot obtain the updated group key GKl+1.

E. Analysis of the Scheme under Strong Adversarial Model

In this section we analyse the GKM scheme proposed by Hur
et al. [31] under the strong adversarial model with the help
of a scenario. Consider the group configuration as shown
in Figure 1. Suppose that the user joins under the u5 joins
under the proxy P4 during session l − 1. The session thus
changes to l and the group key has to be updated to GKl.
The re-keying is performed as follows:

• The group key is updated by computing GKl =
Hash(GKl−1). Note that the prior group key GKl−1
is now erased by all the group members.

• User u5 securely receives the new group key GKl and
parent proxy key PK4 through the following messages

Enc(GKl, pku5
) (1)

Enc(PK4, pku5) (2)

Now suppose member u3 leaves the group. Parent proxy P4

will update its proxy key to PK ′4. The updated proxy key
PK ′4 is also communicated to u4 and u5 as follows:

Enc(PK ′4, pku4
) (3)

Enc(PK ′4, pku5
) (4)

Further, the sender us updates the group session key
to GKl+1 and communicates it to the group members
u1, u2, u4 and u5 using proxy cryptography. The member
u2 receives

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = (gr0+r1+r2 , GKl+1.g

(r0+r1+r2+PK2)GKl)
(5)

Member u1 receives the ciphertext

(C3
1 , C

3
2 ) = (gr0+r1+r2+r3 , GKl+1.g

(r0+r1+r2+r3+PK3)GKl)
(6)

Members u4 and u5 receive the ciphertext

(C4
1 , C

4
2 ) = (gr0+r1+r2+r4 , GKl+1.g

(r0+r1+r2+r4+PK
′
4)GKl)

(7)
Each member u1, u2, u4 and u5 also erases the group key
GKl of the prior session.
If a new member u6 further joins under the parent proxy P2.
The rekeying follows the following procedure

• The existing group members u1, u2, u4 and u5 update
the group session key to GKl+2 = Hash(GKl+1).

• The new group key is communicated to the member u6
with the message

Enc(GKl+2, pku6
) (8)

Note that each of the current group member u1, u2, u4, u5
and u6 maintains only the current group key GKl+2 and al-
l the prior group keys GKl−1, GKl, GKl+1, have been
erased and thus not available to them. Now suppose the
member u5 is compromised by an adversary during the ses-
sion l + 2, the adversary trivially obtains sku5

and GKl+2

which correspond to the compromised member’s secret key
and the current group session key respectively. Using the
secret key of u5, the adversary can decrypt the prior group
rekeying message (1) to obtain the group key GKl of the
session l. Using the same key sk5, the adversary can de-
crypt the message (4) to obtain the updated parent proxy key
PK ′4. Having obtained GKl and PK ′4, the adversary can
further decrypt (7) to obtain GKl+1. The adversary can ob-
tain the group keys of the previous sessions even though they
were not held by the member u5 when it was compromised.
Thus an adversary can compromise a group member and not
only obtain the sensitive information currently held by the
member but also based on the prior broadcast messages, the
adversary can gain knowledge about the group key of prior
sessions wherein the member was not compromised. This
renders the scheme insecure against the active adversarial
model.
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Figure. 2: System model for GKM scheme by Han et
al. [33]

V. Security Analysis of Proxy Encryption based
Secure Multicast Scheme in Wireless Mesh
Networks

Traditionally, a PRE scheme is designed in a manner such
that the proxies hold the re-encryption key needed to trans-
form a ciphertext intended for the delegator into a cipher-
text for the delegatee. However, the proxy encryption based
secure multicast scheme proposed by Han et al. [33] is de-
signed in a way such that it does not additionally require the
proxies to hold any re-encryption key and rather facilitates
the re-encryption by the proxies using their own secret keys.
To enable this, the scheme is designed in such a manner that
the delegatee is required to hold a delegation key in order to
decrypt the ciphertext transformed by the proxies. The dele-
gation key is communicated to the delegatee via the same set
of proxies which will further participate in the re-encryption.
The scheme designed uses the proxy encryption technique
only for communicating the group keys to the group mem-
bers. Further, the group communication is achieved by en-
crypting the group messages using the group key. In the sub-
sequent sections, we describe the system model under con-
sideration for this scheme followed by the working of the
scheme for group communication with the scenarios of user
join and leave.

A. System Model

In this section, we describe the system model for the afore-
mentioned scheme. The scheme operates under a model con-
sisting of a set of users u1, u2, . . . , um such that one of these
users acts as the sender referred to as us. Each user uj is
identified by its public private key pair (pkuj , skuj ). The
system also consists of a set of proxies P1, P2, . . . , Pn. Each
proxy Pi possesses its own secret key PKi. The proxies are
arranged in a topology so as to form a tree structure in such
a way that some proxies act as the child proxies of other-
s. Also each user is assigned to one proxy, which acts as its
parent proxy. The system uses Elgamal based scheme for key
generation, encryption and decryption. Figure 2 provides a
specific group scenario consisting of users u1, u2, u3, u4 and
us and proxies P1, P2 and P3. The group topology is such
that the proxy P1 has us and u3 as its child users and proxies
P2 and P3 as its child proxies. Similarly, P2 has u4 as its
child user. Users u1 and u2 are assigned as child users of P3.

We also describe how proxy encryption is used to handle the
group dynamics subsequently.

B. Member Join

When a new member unew joins the group under the parent
proxy Ppar(unew) when the group session key is GKl, the
rekeying of the group is performed by following the steps
given below.

• The group key is updated to GKl+1 = Hash(GKl) by
the sender as well as each valid member of the group
having access to GKl.

• The sender securely unicasts the group key to unew.

• The sender communicates the group membership dele-
gation key to unew to facilitate the future group rekeying
as follows:

1. The sender us computes its version of the partial
key partial keyunew

= (pkunew
)

1
skus and for-

wards it to its parent proxy.

2. Each proxy Pi on the path from us to the paren-
t proxy Ppar(unew) receives the partial keyunew

from its prior proxy(or from the sender in case the
proxy is the first proxy on such a path) and com-
putes partial keyunew

= (partial keyunew
)

1
PKi

which is the updated partial key.

3. The parent proxy Ppar(unew) computes and for-
wards partial keyunew to the newly joined user
unew.

4. The partial keyunew
received by the user

unew is of the form partial keyunew =

(pkunew
)

1
skus

∏
PKi such that each PKi from∏

PKi represents the proxy key of a proxy Pi on
the path from the sender to unew.

5. The user unew further computes the delegation
key as
delegation keyunew =

(partial keyunew)

1

skunew .
The delegation keyunew

is thus of the form
g

1
skus

∏
PKi .

Consider the group scenario of Figure 2. Suppose a new user
u5 joins the group under parent proxy P2 during the session l
of the group communication, then the group key has to be up-
dated to GKl+1. The existing group members u1, u2, u3, u4
and us update the group key by computing GKl+1 =
Hash(GKl). Sender us computes Enc(GKl+1, pku5

) and
communicates it to u5 who decrypts it to obtainGKl+1. Fur-
ther, sender us also computes partial keyu5

= (pku5
)

1
skus

and forwards it to P1. Proxy P1 updates the partial key by
computing
partial keyu5

= (partial keyu5
)

1
PK1 = (pku5

)
1

skus .PK1

Proxy P2 receives the partial keyu5
computed by P1 and

computes the new partial key as

partial keyu5
= (partial keyu5

)
1

PK2 = (pku5
)

1
skus .PK1.PK2
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This partial keyu5 is then forwarded to the newly joined
user u5. User u5 computes the

delegation keyu5 = (partial keyu5)
1

sku5

= ((pku5
)

1
skus .PK1.PK2 )

1
sku5

= (gsku5 )
1

sku5 .skus .PK1.PK2

= g
1

skus .PK1.PK2

C. Group Key Communication

The communication of rekeying messages within the group
also takes place with the help of proxy cryptography. Each
proxy on the path from the sender to the receiver participates
in transforming the ciphertext to a form which can be de-
crypted by its child users. Such a group rekeying is initiated
by a group membership change when a member departs from
the group. To perform the rekeying, the sender selects a new
group key GKl+1 independent of the prior group key GKl

of the group session l. The system then proceeds through the
following rekeying procedure.

• The sender encrypts GKl+1 using its own public key
with the Elgamal encryption scheme by computing

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gk.skus , GKl+1.Z

k)

and forwards this ciphertext pair to its parent proxy.

• Each proxy Pi receives the ciphertext pair from its
parent proxy(or from the sender in case the proxy is
sender’s parent proxy) and updates the ciphertext by
transforming it as follows:

(C
par(Pi)
1 , C

par(Pi)
2 ) = ((C

par(Pi)
1 )PKi , C

par(Pi)
2 )

The updated ciphertext is forwarded to all its child prox-
ies and group members.

• The ciphertext received by a group member uj from its
parent proxy Ppar(uj) is of the form

(C
par(uj)
1 , C

par(uj)
2 ) = (gk.skus

∏
PKi , GKl+1.Z

k)

such that each PKi from
∏
PKi represents the proxy

key of a proxy Pi on the path from the sender to uj .

• Each group member uj possessing its delegation key
follows the subsequent sequence of steps for decryption.

1. Let del keyuj
= delegation keyuj

. The group
member computes

e(del keyuj
, C

par(uj)
1 ) = e(g

1
skus

∏
PKi , gk.skus

∏
PKi)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

2. Further, the decryption of the ciphertext to obtain
the group key occurs as follows

GKl+1 =
C
par(uj)
2

Zk
=
GKl+1.Z

k

Zk

Consider the group scenario from Figure 2 consisting of user-
s u1, u2, u3, u4 and us. Suppose that a group keyGKl+1 has
to be communicated to the user u4. To facilitate this commu-
nication, the sender us selects a random number k as per the
Elgamal encryption scheme and generates the ciphertext

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gk.skus , GKl+1.Z

k)
and forwards it to its parent proxy P1. The proxy P1 com-
putes
(C1

1 , C
1
2 ) = ((C0

1 )
PK1 , C0

2 ) = (gk.skus .PK1 , GKl+1.Z
k)

This ciphertext pair (C1
1 , C

1
2 ) is received by P2 and it further

computes

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = ((C1

1 )
PK2 , C1

2 )

= (gk.skus .PK1.PK2 , GKl+1.Z
k)

and forwards this ciphertext pair to the user u4. Note that u4
possesses its delegation keyu4

= g
1

skus .PK1.PK2 and thus
can compute

e(delegation keyu4
, C2

1 ) = e(g
1

skus .PK1.PK2 , gk.skus .PK1.PK2)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

Further, the user u4 can perform the decryption to obtain the
group key as follows

GKl+1 =
C2

2

Zk
=
GKl+1.Z

k

Zk

D. Member Leave

When an existing group member uleave with the parent proxy
Ppar(uleave) departs from the group when the group key is
GKl, the rekeying procedure required to securely update and
communicate the group key GKl+1 in order to maintain the
forward secrecy is described below.

• The sender selects a random value ρ and encrypts it as
follows

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gk.skus , ρ.Zk)

• The sender generates a revocation list which contains
the identity of the user to be revoked.

• The ciphertext generated for ρ as well as the revoca-
tion list is communicated to each proxy using the same
proxy encryption strategy as followed in the group key
communication in Section V-C.

• Each proxy Pi other than the parent proxy of uleave re-
ceives (Cpar(Pi)

1 , C
par(Pi)
2 ) from its parent proxy(or the

sender), performs the ciphertext transformation and for-
wards it to its child members for decryption with the
same strategy as in Section V-C. Each of these group
members thus decrypts the ciphertext to obtain ρ. Let
Px = Ppar(uleave) represent the parent proxy of the de-
parting user uleave. Proxy Px performs the rekeying by
following the subsequent sequence of steps.

1. Proxy Px computes Cx1 = (C
par(Px)
1 )PKx
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2. For each user uj which has Px as its parent prox-
y, excluding the departing user uleave, the proxy
computes Cx2uj

= (C
par(Px)
2 ).gr.skuj for a ran-

domly chosen r. The proxy Px further computes
and broadcasts the multiparty ciphertext

(Cx1 , g
r, Cx2uj

)

• Each valid member uj having Px as its parent proxy re-
ceives the multiparty ciphertext, extracts its components
(Cx1 , g

r, Cx2uj
) and uses its secret key skuj to compute

Cx2uj

(gr)skuj

=
(C

par(Px)
2 ).gr.skuj

gr.skuj

= C
par(Px)
2

= C0
2

= ρ.Zk

• Let del keyuj
= delegation keyuj

. Further, the mem-
ber evaluates

e(del keyuj
, Cx1 ) = e(g

1
skus

∏
PKi , gk.skus

∏
PKi)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

and computes ρ by evaluating

C0
2

Zk
=
ρ.Zk

Zk
= ρ

• On retrieving ρ, the group key is updated by each valid
non-revoked group member by computing

GKl+1 = Hash(GKl||ρ)

Note that the departed user does not receive a ciphertext
which contains the encrypted value of ρ and thus cannot
update the group key to GKl+1.

Consider the group scenario depicted in Figure 2 consisting
of 5 users u1, u2, u3, u4 and us. Suppose the user u2 now
leaves the group after session l then the group key has to be
updated to GKl+1. To facilitate this, the sender us selects a
random value ρ and computes

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gk.skus , ρ.Zk)

and forwards it to its parent proxy P1 along with the revoca-
tion list consisting of user u2. The proxy P1 further identifies
that none of its child proxies are in the revoked list and thus
computes

(C1
1 , C

1
2 ) = ((C0

1 )
PK1 , C0

2 ) = (gk.skus .PK1 , ρ.Zk)
which is forwarded to its child proxies P2 and P3 as well as
its child user u3. User u3 computes

e(deldegation keyu3
, C1

1 ) = e(g
1

skus .PK1 , gk.skus .PK1)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

and further obtains ρ = ρ.Zk

Zk .The proxy P2 computes

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = ((C1

1 )
PK2 , C1

2 )

= (gk.skus .PK1.PK2 , ρ.Zk)

and forwards it to its child user u4. Let del keyu4 =
delegation keyu4 . User u4 computes

e(del keyu4 , C
2
1 ) = e(g

1
skus .PK1.PK2 , gk.skus .PK1.PK2)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

and subsequently computes ρ = ρ.Zk

Zk . The proxy P3 identi-
fies the revoked user as one of its child users and computes

C3
1 = (C1

1 )
PK3 = gk.skus .PK1.PK3

P3 also selects a random number r, computes
C3

2u1
= (C1

2 ).g
r.sku1 = ρ.Zk.gr.sku1

and broadcasts the multiparty ciphertext (C3
1 , g

r, C3
2u1

). The
user u1 receives this ciphertext and computes

C3
2u1

(gr)sku1
= ρ.Zk.gr.sku1

gr.sku1
= ρ.Zk

Let del keyu1
= delegation keyu1

. Further user u1 can
compute

e(del keyu1
, C3

1 ) = e(g
1

skus .PK1.PK3 , gk.skus .PK1.PK3)

= e(g, g)k

= Zk

Finally, u1 computes ρ = ρ.Zk

Zk . The group key for session
l + 1 is hence computed as GKl+1 = Hash(GKl||ρ). Note
that the departed user u2 is excluded by its parent proxy P3

while generating the multiparty ciphertext and thus inhibiting
it from accessing the value ρ. This preserves the forward
secrecy of the group by preventing the departing user u2 from
computing the updated group key GKl+1.

E. Analysis of the Scheme under the Strong Active Adversar-
ial Model

Consider the group scenario as shown in Figure 2. If a user
u5 joins under the proxy P2 when the group key is GKl.
Since the group experienced a membership change, the group
session is updated to l + 1 and the group key is updated to
GKl+1 = Hash(GKl) by each valid member which was a
part of the group during the session l. The updated group key
is also communicated to the new joining member u5 securely
as follows

Enc(GKl+1, pku5) (9)

Also the delegation key g
1

skus .PK1.PK2 for the user u5 is com-
municated to it via proxy encryption. Note that all the group
members u1, u2, u3, u4 and us who held the prior group
key GKl, erase this key and only retain GKl+1 for future
group communication, along with the newly joined mem-
ber u5. Further if the user u2 departs from the group, the
sender us selects a new random ρ and obtains the ciphertext
(C1, C2) = (gk.skus , ρ.Zk). This ciphertext pair is forward-
ed to the proxies P2 and P3. Also us broadcasts the revoca-
tion list containing the identity of u2. Each proxy other than
the parent proxy P3, performs the ciphertext transformation
using proxy encryption and forwards it to its child users. The
proxy P1 computes the ciphertext

(gk.skus .PK1 , ρ.Zk) (10)
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and forwards it to its user u3 and the child proxies P2 and
P3. The users u4 and u5 receive

(gk.skus .PK1.PK2 , ρ.Zk) (11)

from their parent proxy P2. The proxy P3 identifies that
the revocation list has its child user u2. P3 then computes
C ′2 = (gr, C2.g

r.sku1 ). The ciphertext (C1, C
′
2) is com-

municated to its child user u1. User u1 further can de-
crypt the ciphertext to obtain ρ. Thus each member other
than u2 receives ρ and can compute the new group key as
GKl+2 = Hash(GKl+1||ρ). Note that u2 did not receive ρ
from its parent proxy P3 and thus cannot compute the group
key for session l+ 2. The group members u1, u3, u4, u5 and
us erase the prior group key GKl+1 and only maintain the
updated key GKl+2. If user u6 now joins the group under
the parent proxy P3. All the existing group members update
their key to GKl+3 = Hash(GKl+2). The updated group
key GKl+3 is delivered to the new member u6 securely by
the sender using Enc(GKl+3, pku6

). The group members
u1, u3, u4, u5 and us erase the key GKl+2 and communicate
using the updated group keyGKl+3 which is shared with the
newly joined member u6. User u6 also receives its group
delegation key g

1
skus .PK1.PK3 via the proxy encryption per-

formed by the proxies P1 and P3 on the path from the sender
to u6. Now consider the user u5 is compromised during the
session l + 3. In this case the adversary trivially gets an ac-
cess to the current group session key GKl+3. Additionally,
the adversary also acquires the secret key sku5

of the com-
promised user and the group delegation key g

1
skus .PK1.PK2 .

The adversary can thus decrypt the message (9) encrypted
using the public key of the compromised member by using
the secret key sku5

acquired by it in order to get an ac-
cess to the group key GKl+1. Further, the adversary can
also decrypt the message (11) communicated by P2 to u5
to obtain the value ρ, thus allowing the computation of the
GKl+2 = Hash(GKl+1||ρ). Thus, it can be observed that
even though the prior group session keys were erased by a
group member, the adversary can obtain them merely by us-
ing the compromised node’s secret keys and recording the
group rekeying messages broadcast by the sender and prox-
ies.

VI. Security Analysis of Secure Group Key
Management Scheme using Unidirectional
Proxy Re-encryption Schemes

The scheme of GKM using PRE proposed by Chen et
al. [32] finds an application of the RSA based PRE scheme
for the purpose of key management. The scheme uses the
PRE concepts for secure delivery of the group key to all the
group members. The actual group communication further is
achieved with encryption using the group key. The dynam-
ic nature of the group is accounted for by the user joins and
leaves permitted by the group. To maintain the basic security
requirements of forward secrecy and backward secrecy, the
group is required to be rekeyed on every membership change
event. To facilitate the rekeying, the scheme described in this
section makes use of PRE concepts. In the subsequent sec-
tions we describe the PRE scheme employed in the system,
the system setup and the operation of the system. Further we

also describe the group rekeying operations with respect to
member join and leave events, followed by the analysis of
the scheme under the strong adversarial model.

A. PRE Scheme and its Properties

In this section we describe the PRE scheme employed in
the system. The scheme used is based on the RSA algorith-
m and uses its public and private key generation algorithms.
The system parameters chosen by the group manager are as
follows: Two large primes p and q are chosen and n = pq is
computed. The parameter n is a public parameter of the sys-
tem. The group manager also computes its secret parameter
φ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1). Each entity U is assigned the public
private keys (pkU , skU ). The algorithms used by the PRE
scheme are described below.

1. Encryption: The encryption of a message M for user X
is done as follows:

CX =MpkXmod n

2. Decryption: The decryption of a ciphertextCX encrypt-
ed under the public key ofX is performed by computing

M = CskXX mod n

3. Re-encryption Key: To enable the transformation of ci-
phertext encrypted under the public key of X to a ci-
phertext decryptable with the secret key of Y , the re-
encryption key rkX→Y generated is

rkX→Y =
pkY
pkX

mod φ(n) = pkY .skX mod φ(n)

4. Re-encryption: To re-encrypt the ciphertext intended for
X to that for Y , the re-encryption is performed as fol-
lows

CY = CrkX →Y

X mod n =MpkY mod n

1) Properties of the PRE Scheme

In this section, we analyze the aforementioned PRE scheme
with respect to the desirable properties of a PRE scheme put
forward by Ateniese et al. [36].

1. Non-interactive: The computation of the re-encryption
key rkX→Y does not require the secret key skY of the
delegatee. Thus the re-encryption key can be obtained
by the delegator without any form of an interaction with
the delegatee.

2. Unidirectional: The re-encryption key rkX→Y does
not facilitate the computation of the rkY →X since
rkX→Y does not reveal any information about the se-
cret key skY of the party Y , which is required for the
computation of rkY →X .

3. Key optimal: The ciphertext delegated from X to Y by
using the re-encryption key rkX→Y allows for decryp-
tion by the party Y by using its own secret key skY and
does not require the delegatee to store any additional
keys to accept the delegation.
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Figure. 3: System model for GKM scheme by Chen et
al. [32]

4. Not collusion safe: A collusion of the proxy possessing
rkX→Y and the delegatee Y holding skY can evaluate
skY .rkX→Y mod φ(n) = skY .(

pkY
pkX

) mod φ(n) =
1

pkX
mod φ(n) = skX and thus obtain the secret key

skX of the delegator.

5. Transitive: A proxy holding the re-encryption key
rkX→Y for a delegation from X to Y and rkY →Z

for a delegation from Y to Z can compute the
delegation key rkX→Z = rkX→Y .rkY →Z =
(pkY .skX).(pkZ .skY ) = (pkZ .skX).(pkY .skY ) =
pkZ .skX mod φ(n) for a delegation from X to Z with-
out the authorization of the party X .

6. Transferable: A collusion of the delegatee Y holding
skY and the proxy possessing the re-encryption key
rkX→Y can compute the secret key skX of the dele-
gator as described by the collusion susceptible proper-
ty. This further can be extended to the colluding proxy
and delegatee being able to transfer the decryption right-
s to a third party Z by computing the re-encryption key
rkX→Z = pkZ .skX mod φ(n).

7. Not temporary: The re-encryption key enabling the del-
egation of decryption rights is such that it allows for re-
encryption of ciphertexts from the delegator to the del-
egatee as long as the secret key of the delegator remains
the same as that used for computing the re-encryption
key.

8. Proxy invisible: The decryption key and algorithm em-
ployed in the decryption of a ciphertext directly encrypt-
ed under the public key skY of party Y and the ci-
phertext re-encrypted from a party X to Y using the
re-encryption key rkX→Y , are the same.

9. Original access is not allowed: A ciphertext which has
been re-encrypted from a party X to Y using the re-
encryption key rkX→Y cannot be decrypted by the del-
egator X after the re-encryption.

B. Setup and Group Communication

The system consists of a group manager who manages the
group topology and the keying and rekeying operations of

the group. The group manager creates a hierarchy of nodes
in such a way that the leaf nodes are assigned to one member
each of the group managed by the group manager. Each n-
ode i in the hierarchy has a public private key pair (pki, ski)
assigned to it. These key pairs are also generated using the
RSA based key generation algorithm. Each edge from a n-
ode i at one level in the hierarchy to a node j at the nex-
t lower level is assigned with the re-encryption key which
transforms the ciphertext for the node i into ciphertext for n-
ode j. The Figure 3 shows a scenario with 7 group members
and also shows the re-encryption key assigned to each edge.
Each user holds the re-encryption keys on the path from the
root to itself. It also holds the secret key associated with its
leaf node. For example, u1 possesses the re-encryption keys
rk0→ 13, rk13→ 9 and rk9→ 1 and the secret key sk1 of it-
s leaf node. To communicate the group key of session l to
the members of the group, the group manager encrypts the
group key GKl using the public key of the root node of the
hierarchy as follows:

C0 = Enc(GKl, pk0)
Each user performs re-encryptions consecutively with each
path re-encryption key it holds on the path from the root to
its leaf node and finally decrypts the ciphertext with the se-
cret key of its leaf node in order to obtain the group key.
For example, consider the scenario from the perspective of
u1. The member u1 performs the following sequence of re-
encryptions followed by decryption to obtain the group key
GKl.

C13 = Re− Enc(C0, rk0→ 13)

C9 = Re− Enc(C13, rk13→ 9)

C1 = Re− Enc(C9, rk9→ 1)

GKl = Dec(C1, sk1)

C. Member Join

When a new member unew joins the group after the session
l, the member is first assigned to an unoccupied leaf node in
the hierarchy. Further, the rekeying of the group occurs as
follows.

1. Group key is updated by all the members as GKl+1 =
Hash(GKl).

2. The key pairs (pki, ski) of each node i on the path from
the root to new member are updated.

3. The re-encryption keys on this path are also updated by
the group manager.

4. The secret key of the leaf node to which unew is as-
signed is securely given to the new member.

5. GKl+1 is securely given to the new member using its
secret key.

D. Member Leave

When a member uleave departs from the group after the ses-
sion l, the rekeying procedure followed by the group is de-
scribed below.
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1. The group manager updates the public private key pair
(pki, ski) of each node i on the path from root to the
leaving member.

2. The affected re-encryption keys on the path from root
to the leaving member are also updated by the group
manager.

3. A new group key GKl+1 is selected by the group man-
ager independent of the prior group key GK.

4. GKl+1 is then encrypted with the new public key of the
root node and broadcasted.

5. Each valid member performs re-encryptions as de-
scribed in Section VI-B to obtain the group key.

E. Analysis of the Scheme under the Strong Adversary Model

The analysis of the scheme by Chen et al. [32] has been per-
formed under the strong adversary model by Purushothama
et al. [12]. For completeness purposes, we provide the anal-
ysis in this section. Consider the group scenario given in
Figure 3 consisting of 7 member u1, . . . , u7. Assume that
the group key is GKl during the session l of the group com-
munication. Now if a new member u8 joins the group, the
group session key has to be updated to GKl+1. The rekey-
ing of the group is initiated by the group manager by first
assigning the member u8 to the node 8 in the hierarchy and
associating a public private key pair (pk8, sk8) with this n-
ode. The secret key sk8 is communicated securely to the
new member u8. The group key is updated by each member
which was a part of the group during session l by computing
GKl+1 = Hash(GKl). The updated group key is commu-
nicated to the new member securely with the message

C8 = Enc(GKl+1, pk8) (12)

The group manager also updates the public-private key
pairs of all nodes on the path from root to the leaf n-
ode of new member u8, that is, the key pairs of nodes
0, 14 and 12 are now updated to (pk′0, sk

′
0), (pk

′
14, sk

′
14)

and (pk′12, sk
′
12). The necessary re-encryption keys are al-

so updated as rk0′→ 13, rk0′→ 14′ , rk14′→ 11, rk14′→ 12′ and
rk12′→ 7. Also a new re-encryption key rk12′→ 8 is comput-
ed. Note that the re-encryption keys are public. If the mem-
ber u4 now leaves the group, the group manager updates the
key pairs of nodes 0, 13 and 10 to (pk′′0 , sk

′′
0 ), (pk

′
13, sk

′
13)

and (pk′10, sk
′
10). The updated re-encryption keys are

rk0′′→ 14′ , rk0′′→ 13′ , rk13′→ 9, rk13′→ 10′ and rk10′→ 3.
The group manager further selects a new group key GKl+2

independent of the prior group key and broadcasts the en-
crypted message

C ′′0 = Enc(GKl+2, pk
′′
0 ) (13)

Each group member performs the transformation of cipher-
text using the root to leaf path re-encryption keys followed
by decryption to obtain the group key. Further if the group
member u5 leaves the group when the group key is GKl+3,
the group manager updates the key pairs of nodes 0, 14 and
11 to (pk′′′0 , sk

′′′
0 ), (pk′′14, sk

′′
14) and (pk′11, sk

′
11). The re-

encryption keys affected by these key pair updates are up-
dated as rk0′′′→ 13′ , rk0′′′→ 14′′ , rk14′′→ 12′ , rk14′′→ 11′ and

rk11′→ 6. A new group key GKl+3 independent of the prior
keys is selected by the group manager and

C ′′′0 = Enc(GKl+3, pk
′′′
0 ) (14)

is broadcast in the group. Each group member can perfor-
m the re-encryptions and decryption to obtain the group key
GKl+3. Now consider the member u8 is compromised by
an adversary. The adversary acquires an access to sk8 as
well as the current group key GKl+3. The adversary can
now decrypt the message (12) to gain the group key GKl+1

during the session l + 1. Note that all the re-encryption
keys published were public and accessible to the adversary.
The adversary also has an access to the ciphertext C ′′0 from
the broadcast message (13). Using the re-encryption keys
rk0′′→ 14′ , rk14′→ 12′ and rk12′→ 8, the adversary can per-
form the following re-encryptions.

C ′14 = Re− Enc(C ′′0 , rk0′′→ 14′) (15)
C ′12 = Re− Enc(C ′14, rk14′→ 12′) (16)
C8 = Re− Enc(C ′12, rk12′→ 8) (17)

The ciphertext C8 can now be decrypted by the adversary
using sk8 to obtain the group key GKl+2. Note that the pri-
or group keys were erased by each member after a group
key update. By compromising a node, the adversary not just
gains access to the current group key but also obtains the
group keys used in the prior sessions.

VII. Security Analysis of Secure Multicast
Scheme in Dynamic Environments

Huang et al. [34] proposed a scheme for data multicasting
in an environment where the multicast group has a dynam-
ic topology and allows for new group members to join the
multicast group and the existing members to depart from the
group. The crucial properties of forward and backward se-
crecy in a dynamic topology of a group require the group
key to be changed after every member join or leave event.
This scheme makes use of proxy cryptography to handle the
user join and leave events in a dynamic multicast group. The
GKM schemes analysed by far in this paper have the con-
cept of a group key using which the messages intended for
the group are encrypted in a way such that each valid group
member possessing the group key can decrypt them to ob-
tain the group messages. Also proxy cryptography has been
used for communicating the group rekeying messages. How-
ever, the scheme proposed by Huang et al. [34] uses proxy
cryptography for communicating the group messages and e-
liminates the concept of a shared group key among the group
members. In the subsequent sections, we describe the system
model and illustrate how the scheme maintains forwards and
backward secrecy in the event of group membership change.

A. System Model

The scheme proposed by Huang et al. [34] operates under a
model which consists of a set of proxies P1, P2, . . . , Pn and
a multicast group comprising of a sender us and a set of user-
s u1, u2, . . . , um participating in the multicast group. Each
user uj is identified by its unique public-private key pair
(pkuj

, skuj
). Each proxy Pi is assigned a unique private key
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Figure. 4: System model for GKM scheme by Huang et
al. [34]

PKi. The proxies are arranged in a topology such that each
proxy has a subset of the users assigned as its child users.
Some proxies also have other proxies assigned as their child
proxies. The network topology consisting of users and prox-
ies resembles a tree network wherein each user has exactly
one proxy assigned as its parent proxy. Also each proxy oth-
er than the parent proxy of the sender has exactly one proxy
assigned as its parent. Consider a specific group scenario rep-
resented in Figure 4 consisting of users u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6
and us and the proxies P1, P2, P3 and P4. Proxy P1 is the
parent proxy of sender us, user u1 and the proxies P2 and
P3. Proxy P2 is the parent proxy of users u2 and u3 and the
proxy P4. Similarly, proxy P3 is assigned the users u5 and
u6 as its child users and the proxy P4 acts as the parent proxy
of user u4. In the following sections, we describe the multi-
cast communication scheme with respect to the user join and
leave events and analyze how the scheme performs under the
active adversarial model.

B. Member Join

The scheme proposed is applicable to a multicast group
which consists of a member us acting as a sender of the
group and hence any user intending to join the group is re-
quired to send a join request to the sender us. Suppose a
new user unew sends a joining request with Ppar(unew) as its
parent proxy to us, then us accepts it by sending a session
identification key KSID to the unew securely by encrypt-
ing it with the public key pkunew

of unew. The sender thus
computes Enc(KSID, pkunew). Further the sender is also
required to communicate a key referred to as the completely
composed key(CCK) to the newly joined user unew in order
to allow unew to access the group messages. The sender us
performs the following sequence of steps to communicate the
CCKunew

to the user unew.

• The sender us computes PCKunew
= skus

+ KSID

and forwards it to its parent proxy.

• Each proxy Pi on the path from the sender us to
unew receives the PCKunew

from its parent proxy(or
from the sender if Pi is the parent proxy of us) and
updates the PCKunew

by computing PCKunew
=

PCKunew
+ PKi. This PCKunew

is then forwarded
to its child proxies.

• The newly joined user unew receives the PCKunew

from its parent proxy and computes CCKunew
=

PCKunew
−KSID = skus

+
∑
PKi, for each Pi on

the path from sender us to unew.

Consider the group scenario described in Figure 4 consisting
of users u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6 and us and proxies P1, P2, P3

and P4. If a new user u7 sends a join request to us with proxy
P4 as the parent proxy, the following sequence of steps will
be performed to accept the join request.

• Sender us securely communicates a session ID key
KSID to u7 by computing Enc(KSID, pku7).

• Further, the sender us computes its version of the par-
tially composed key by computing PCKu7

= skus
+

KSID and forwards it to its parent proxy P1.

• Proxy P1 updates the PCKu7
by computing

PCKu7
= PCKu7

+ PK1 = skus
+KSID + PK1

and forwards this key to its child proxy P2 which is the
next proxy on the path from the root to the newly joined
user u7.

• Proxy P2 computes PCKu7
= PCKu7

+ PK2 =
skus

+ KSID + PK1 + PK2 and forwards it to P4

which further computes PCKu7
= PCKu7

+ PK4 =
skus +KSID + PK1 + PK2 + PK4 and forwards it
to the user u7.

• User u7, on receiving PCKu7
, computes CCKu7

=
PCKu7

−KSID = skus
+ P1 + P2 + P4 which will

be used to decrypt the group messages.

C. Member Leave

The scheme proposed by Huang et al. [34] does not have
the concept of a commonly shared group key and rather uses
proxy cryptography to allow valid group members to decrypt
the group messages. Traditionally, a GKM scheme handles
the departure of a group member by following a mechanism
which updates the shared group key. The scheme by Huang
et al. [34] however, uses a novel approach to handle the de-
parture of a group member. If a member uleave intends to de-
part from the group, the departure has to be conveyed to the
parent proxy of the leaving member. Let Pi = Ppar(uleave)

be the parent proxy of the leaving member uleave. The de-
parture of a member is handled locally by the parent proxy
and all the other members having Pi as their parent. The
sequence of steps followed for maintaining forward secrecy
within the multicast communication is as follows:

• The parent proxy Pi updates its proxy key by choosing
a new key PK ′i.

• Proxy Pi further computes δk = PK ′i − PKi.

• This δk value is securely sent to each of the child users
as well as child proxies of Pi by encrypting it with the
private keys of each member independently.

• Each valid member uj other than the departing mem-
ber receives the updated δk and updates its CCKuj by
computing CCKuj

= CCKuj
+ δk
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Consider the group scenario depicted in Figure 4. If the
member u2 departs from the group, the parent proxy P2 up-
dates its proxy key to PK ′2 and the subsequent sequence of
steps is followed to maintain forward secrecy of the group.

• Proxy P2 computes δk = PK ′2−PK2 and performs the
encryption Enc(δk, pku3

) and Enc(δk, PK4) in order
to communicate its updated proxy key to its child user
u3 and its child proxy P4.

• User u3 further updates its CCK by computing
CCKu3 = CCKu3 + δk = skus + PK1 + PK ′2.

• The proxy P4 obtains δk and computes he ciphertext
Enc(δk, pku4) and sends it to its child user u4.

• User u4 now obtains δk and compute CCKu4
=

CCKu4
+ δk = skus

+ PK1 + PK ′2 + PK4.

D. Group Communication

As mentioned in the prior sections, this scheme of multi-
cast group communication does not use a shared group key
and the group communication occurs with the help of proxy
cryptography. The group communication is initiated by the
sender by simply encrypting the group message M using its
own public key pkus

. The sequence of steps through which
the system proceeds are as follows:

• The sender selects a random number r and computes

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = Enc(M,pkus

) = (gr,M.gr.skus )

and forwards it to its parent proxy.

• Each proxy Pi receives the ciphertex-
t (C

par(Pi)
1 , C

par(Pi)
2 ), where par(Pi) represents

the index of parent proxy of Pi(and 0 in case Pi is the
parent proxy of the sender).

• Proxy Pi further computes

(Ci1, C
i
2) = (C

par(Pi)
1 , C

par(Pi)
2 .(C

par(Pi)
1 )PKi)

= (gr,M.gr(skus+
∑
PKj))

for each Pj on the path from the sender to the proxy
Pi(including Pi). This ciphertext obtained is then for-
warded by Pi to all its child proxies as well as child
users.

• Each user uj receives the ciphertext which is thus of the
form (C

par(uj)
1 , C

par(uj)
2 ) = (gr,M.gr.CCKuj ) and

can decrypt it by computing

C
par(uj)
2

(C
par(uj)
1 )CCKuj

=
M.gr.CCKuj

(gr)CCKuj

=M

Consider the same group scenario as depicted in Figure 4
consisting of 7 users u1, . . . , u6 and us and the proxies
P1, . . . , P4. Each one of the users uj is a part of the group
since its join request has been accepted by the sender us
and hence the user possesses its completely composed key
CCKuj

. User u1 holds CCKu1
= skus

+ P1, users u2

and u3 possess CCKu2 and CCKu3 respectively such that
CCKu2 = CCKu3 = skus + P1 + P2. Similarly, user u4
holds the key CCKu4

= skus
+ P1 + P2 + P4. Also, users

u5 and u6 hold the keys CCKu5
and CCKu6

respectively
where CCKu5

= CCKu6
= skus

+ P1 + P3. When the
sender us intends to communicate a message to the group
members, it computes the ciphertext

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr,M.gr.skus )

This ciphertext is then communicated to the parent proxy P1.
Proxy P1 computes
(C1

1 , C
1
2 ) = (C0

1 , C
0
2 .(C

0
1 )
PK1) = (gr,M.gr(skus+PK1))

and forwards this ciphertext pair to u1 as well as the proxies
P2 and P3. User u1 computes

C1
2

(C1
1 )

CCKu1
= M.gr(skus+PK1)

(gr)CCKu1
= M.gr(skus+PK1)

(gr)skus+PK1
=M

Also proxy P2 computes

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = (C1

1 , C
1
2 .(C

1
1 )
PK2)

= (gr,M.gr(skus+PK1+PK2))

and forwards this ciphertext pair to its child users u2 and u3
and the child proxy P4. The users u2 and u3 can decryp-
t the ciphertext pair with their respective completely com-
posed key skus + PK1 + PK2. Similarly, the proxy P3

computes its ciphertext pair as

(C3
1 , C

3
2 ) = (C1

1 , C
1
2 .(C

1
1 )
PK3)

= (gr,M.gr(skus+PK1+PK3))

and forwards it to its child users u5 and u6 who can decrypt it
using the CCKu5

= CCKu6
= skus

+PK1 +PK3. Also,
the proxy P4 also computes

(C4
1 , C

4
2 ) = (C2

1 , C
2
2 .(C

2
1 )
PK4)

= (gr,M.gr(skus+PK1+PK2+PK4))

This ciphertext is received by the user u4 who possesses
CCKu4

= skus
+ PK1 + PK2 + PK4 and thus can ob-

tain M by decrypting the received ciphertext pair. Note that
each valid member of the group possesses its corresponding
CCK and thus can decrypt the ciphertext corresponding to
the group message M sent by the sender us.

E. Analysis of the Scheme under Strong Active Adversary
Model

We note that, the scheme described in this section achieves
multicast communication only by depending on the concepts
of proxy re-cryptography. The group communication occurs
without the concept of a shared group key among the mem-
bers of the group. We know that the strong active adversary
model focuses on the compromise of a group member to gain
access to the current as well as the prior group keys. The ab-
sence of a group key in the aforementioned scheme, renders
it unsuitable to be analyzed under the strong active adversary
model.

VIII. Security Analysis of Group Key Man-
agement Scheme based on Proxy Re-
cryptography for Near Space Networks

In this section, we describe a group communication scheme
which employs the same PRE scheme as described in Sec-
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Figure. 5: System model for GKM scheme by Wang et
al. [35]

tion IV-A. The PRE scheme is introduced in order to fa-
cilitate the rekeying of the group while maintaining forward
and backward secrecy of the group. Only the communica-
tion of the group key to each of the valid group members
occurs using the PRE concepts. The actual communica-
tion of the group messages, then takes place between users
using a shared group key. This scheme of group commu-
nication makes use of proxy cryptography for communicat-
ing the group rekeying messages and also adopts the Elgamal
scheme for encryption and decryption. In the subsequent sec-
tion, we describe the system model under which the scheme
operates.

A. System Model

The scheme proposed by Wang et al. [35] operates in a sys-
tem model which consists of a set ofm users u1, . . . , um and
n proxy servers P1, . . . , Pn. The set of users also consists of
one user us, which acts as the sender of the messages within
the group. Each user is assigned as a child user to exactly one
parent proxy. Also each proxy other than the parent proxy of
the sender is assigned as a child proxy to one of the proxies.
Each proxy Pi possesses its proxy key PKi. In addition to
its own proxy key, each proxy Pi(excluding parent proxy of
sender us) also holds the proxy key PKpar(Pi) of its parent
proxy Ppar(Pi). The sender also possesses a key PK0 which
is shared with its parent proxy. Also, each user uj possess-
es the proxy key of its parent proxy Ppar(uj). To make the
system model clear, consider the group scenario depicted in
Figure 5 consisting of a sender us, group members u1, u2
and u3 and the proxies P1, P2 and P3. The sender has proxy
P1 as its parent proxy, users u1 and u2 have P2 as its parent
proxy and similarly user u3 has proxy P3 as its parent prox-
y. Proxies P2 and P3 are assigned as child proxies to proxy
P1. The sender us holds the key PK0 which is also shared
with its parent proxy P1. Proxy P1 also holds its own prox-
y PK1. Similarly, proxy P2 holds the keys PK1 and PK2

and proxy P3 holds the keys PK1 and PK3. Let GKl be the
group key during the session l of the group communication.
The scheme is designed in such a way that the key gGKl is
a public key. In the following section, we describe how the
group rekeying messages are communicated by the sender to
each member of the group and analyze the weakness of the
scheme.

B. Communication of the Rekeying Messages

We now describe the scheme on basis of how the sender
communicates the group rekeying messages to all the valid
members of the group. Let M be the group rekeying mes-
sage required to be communicated to each group member.
The sender selects a random number r0 and computes the
ciphertext pair

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr0 ,M.gGKl+r0+PK0)

and communicates this to its parent proxy. Further, each
proxy Pi on the path from us to any valid group mem-
ber receives the ciphertext pair (C

par(Pi)
1 , C

par(Pi)
2 ) where

par(Pi) returns the index of the parent proxy of proxy of
Pi(0 in case Pi is sender’s parent proxy). On receiving the
ciphertext pair, the proxy Pi randomly selects ri and com-
putes

(Ci1, C
i
2) = (C

par(Pi)
1 .gri , C

par(Pi)
2 .gri+PKi−PKpar(Pi))

= (gr0+...+ri ,M.gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi)

which is then forwarded to its child proxies as well as
child users. Each user uj receiving the ciphertext pair from
its parent proxy Pi = Ppar(uj) can further decrypt the
ciphertext by computing

Ci
2

Ci
1.g

GKl .gPKi
= M.gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi

gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi
=M

and thus obtain the group message M .
Consider the group configuration as shown in the Figure 5.
If the sender us wants to communicate the message M to
the group members u1, u2 and u3, then the sender chooses a
random number r0 and computes the ciphertext

(C0
1 , C

0
2 ) = (gr0 ,M.gGKl+r0+PK0)

This ciphertext is then forwarded to its parent proxy P1

which computes

(C1
1 , C

1
2 ) = (C0

1 .g
r1 , C0

2 .g
r1+PK1−PK0)

= (gr0+r1 ,M.gGKl+r0+r1+PK1)

Proxy P1 further forwards this ciphertext pair to its child
proxies P2 and P3. Proxy P2 computes

(C2
1 , C

2
2 ) = (C1

1 .g
r2 , C1

2 .g
r2+PK2−PK1)

= (gr0+r1+r2 ,M.gGKl+r0+r1+r2+PK2)

and communicates this ciphertext pair to its child users u1
and u2. Each of these users can further compute M by eval-
uating

C2
2

C2
1 .g

GKl .gPK2
=
M.gGKl+r0+r1+r2+PK2

gGKl+r0+r1+r2+PK2
=M

Similarly, proxy P3 computes

(C3
1 , C

3
2 ) = (C1

1 .g
r3 , C1

2 .g
r3+PK3−PK1)

= (gr0+r1+r3 ,M.gGKl+r0+r1+r3+PK3)

User u3 can now compute

C3
2

C3
1 .g

GKl .gPK3
=
M.gGKl+r0+r1+r3+PK3

gGKl+r0+r1+r3+PK3
=M

and obtain the group message M .
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C. Limitation of the Scheme

The aforementioned scheme suffers from a crucial fault
which renders the scheme unsafe for group communication.
The very purpose of a group communication scheme is to
strictly enable only the valid group members to get an ac-
cess to the group messages and the group rekeying messages.
However, in the scheme described above, the key gGKl is
made a public key. This allows any proxy Pi which com-
putes the ciphertext (Ci1, C

i
2), to decrypt it using the public

key gGKl and its own proxy key PKi. The ciphertext com-
puted by a proxy Pi is of the form

(Ci1, C
i
2) = (C

par(Pi)
1 .gri , C

par(Pi)
2 .gri+PKi−PKpar(Pi))

= (gr0+...+ri ,M.gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi)

Note that the proxy Pi has access to the key PKi as well as
the public key gGKl and thus can compute

Ci
2

Ci
1.g

GKl .gPKi
= M.gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi

gGKl+r0+...+ri+PKi
=M

This causes the messageM intended for the group members,
to be accessible to the proxies, thus failing to satisfy the fun-
damental requirement of a group communication scheme.

IX. Security Analysis of Proxy Encryptions for
Secure Multicast Key Management Scheme

Mukherjee et al. [37] proposed a framework for GKM us-
ing the concepts of PRE. The motivation behind the pro-
posal was that in a multicast environment, the trust on the
intermediate relaying nodes should be minimal for secure
group communication. The rekeying information, though be-
ing forwarded by the intermediate nodes, should not be ac-
cessible to them. PRE is a technique which allows data
forwarding by transformation in such a way that the inter-
mediate proxy nodes do not learn any information from the
ciphertext being transformed. Mukherjee et al. [37] mapped
this concept of the proxy in a PRE scheme to the intermedi-
ate nodes in a multicast environment and proposed a frame-
work for key management in multicast environment. Since
the proposal by Mukherjee et al. [37] provides a framework
and not the specific details of the group messages and their
communication, we do not detail the specifics of the frame-
work but only analyze the PRE scheme used in the scheme
proposed by Mukherjee et al. [37].

A. PRE Scheme

In this Section, we describe the PRE scheme used by
Mukherjee et al. [37] in the GKM framework and evaluate
it based on the desirable properties of a PRE scheme. We
consider a user U is identified by its public-private key pairs
(pkU , skU ). A userX is considered to be the delegator in the
scheme and the user Y is the delegatee. The PRE scheme
follows the Elgamal encryption system where p is a prime
such that Z∗p is the group under which the scheme operates
and g is the generator of Z∗p .

1. Encryption:

(CX1
, CX2

) = (gr,M.pkrX) = (gr,M.gr.skX )

2. Decryption: To decrypt a ciphertext encrypted under
the public key of X , the secret key of X is used as
follows:

M =
CX2

(CX1
)skX

= M.gr.skX

(gr)skX

3. Re-encryption Key: The re-encryption is enabled by
splitting the secret key skX used for decryption in-
to two components sk1X and sk2X such that, skX =
sk1X + sk2X . The first component sk1X is provided to
the proxy and the second component sk2X is provided
to the delegatee Y .

4. Re-encryption: A ciphertext (CX1
, CX2

) intended for
the delegator X , is converted by the proxy as follows to
facilitate the decryption by the delegatee:

(C ′Y1
, C ′Y2

) = (CX1 ,
CX2

(CX1)
sk1X

)

= (gr,
M.gr.skX

gr.sk1X
)

= (gr,M.gr.sk2X )

5. Decryption of re-encrypted ciphertext: A delegatee
Y decrypts the re-encrypted ciphertext (C ′Y1

, C ′Y2
) by

computing

C′
Y2

(C′
Y1

)sk2X
= M.gr.sk2X

(gr)sk2X
=M

1) Properties of the PRE Scheme

1. Non-interactive: Computation of the re-encryption key
material for a delegation from X to Y does not require
the delegatee’s secret key, rather it can only be comput-
ed from the delegator X’s secret key skX .

2. Unidirectional: Possessing rkX→Y allows the proxy
to hold the first component sk1X of the delegator X’s
secret key, whereas, the re-encryption keying material
for rkY →X requires the proxy to possess sk1Y which
is not available to it via rkX→Y .

3. Not key optimal: The delegatee Y is required to store an
additional key sk2X to accept a delegation of decryption
rights from X . The number of delegation keys required
to be stored are directly proportional to the number of
delegations accepted by a delegatee.

4. Not collusion safe: A collusion of the proxy and the
delegatee provides them to have access to sk1X and
sk2X , thus allowing for the computation of the secret
key skX = sk1X + sk2X of the delegator X .

5. Non-transitive: A proxy possessing its component of
rkX→Y and rkY →Z holds the keys sk1X and sk1Y .
A re-encryption key from X to Z requires the proxy to
hold one component of skX and the intended delegatee
Z to hold the corresponding second component of skX .
The proxy does not have an access to the secret key skX
and thus cannot compute the re-encryption key compo-
nents, one of which will is required to be held by the
intended delegatee Z.
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6. Transferable: A colluding proxy and the delegatee Y
can compute the secret key skX of the delegator as de-
scribed in the collusion susceptibility property and thus
can redelegate the decryption rights to Z by splitting
skX into two components, one of which is held by the
proxy and one is communicated to Z.

7. Not temporary: The re-encryption enabled by the re-
encryption keying material held by the proxy and the
delegatee is such that it allows for re-encryption as long
as the secret key of the delegator remains unchanged.

8. Proxy Visible: The decryption key sk2X used by a dele-
gatee Y for decryption of a re-encrypted ciphertext from
delegatee X to it, is different from the decryption key
skY used by Y to decrypt a ciphertext directly intended
for it.

9. Original access is allowed: Once a ciphertext of user X
has been re-encrypted for a delegation using the sk1X
component by the proxy, the delegator X can himself
decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext by using the sk2X
component of skX , which it had computed to delegate
the decryption rights.

X. Conclusion

We have shown the existing key management schemes based
on proxy re-encryption schemes are not secure against the
realistic strong active outsider adversary model. For practi-
cal applicability of these schemes, it is necessary for them to
be secure against the strong active outsider adversary. Also,
we have shown that the base proxy re-encryption scheme on
which the construction of the key management schemes are
based does not satisfy the crucial and desirable properties of
the proxy re-encryption scheme which are necessary for the
security. Designing the proxy re-encryption based key man-
agement scheme secure against the active outsider adversary
and also satisfies the desirable properties of the key manage-
ment schemes is a challenge.
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